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IDMRC – Component of IDMP
As component of IDMP, International Drought Mitigation
Research Centre will initiate global research initiatives,
including building upon key existing regional initiatives:
• Facilitate and conduct research on drought mitigation
issues;
• Learn from and synthesize major project and program
initiatives underway in regions and countries;
• Establish and maintain strong links and provide support to
GFCS and with other IDMP partners and their key global
initiatives
• Identify significant gaps in drought research, policy and
practice
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Rationale – Core issues
• Drought mitigation research and development issues are extremely
complex and not necessarily capable of being tackled by single
institutes or even countries in isolation.
• ‘We cannot do this work alone’ – we need to learn from each other,
globally.
• Significant gaps in research, policy and practice remain, particularly
regarding the merits of risk management compared with traditional crisis
management approaches (IDMP, 2017).
• As a component of IDMP, the creation of an International Drought
Mitigation Centre that will initiate global research and capacity building
initiatives, including building upon key existing regional initiatives, that
are already providing valuable developments.
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•

As a component of IDMP, the International Drought Mitigation R&D Centre will initiate
global research and capacity development initiatives, including building upon key existing
regional initiatives, that are already providing valuable developments. Drought mitigation

research and development issues are extremely complex and not necessarily capable of
being tackled by single institutes or even countries in isolation.
•

Facilitate and conduct research and development on drought mitigation issues relevant for
industry, government, agriculture, water resources, insurance, engineering systems,
climate science and applications, whole value chain approaches in agriculture, drought
policy, communities – and their management systems;

•

Learn from and synthesize major project and program initiatives underway in regions and
countries to the benefit of international drought management needs ;

•

Establish and maintain strong links and provide support to GFCS and with other IDMP
partner (FAO, UNDP, UN Environment, UNCCD, UNISDR) and their key global initiatives
(NIDIS, IDMP in Eastern and Central Europe, USDMC, Korea National Drought Information
- Analysis Center);

•

Identify significant gaps in research, policy, infrastructure and capacity needs and
practice, particularly regarding the merits of risk management compared with traditional
crisis management approaches and develop research proposals to address these gaps.

International Drought Mitigation Center: Aims
• To create programs for researching and developing drought management
and capacity development systems relevant for industry, government,
agriculture, water resources, insurance, engineering systems, climate
science and applications, whole value chain approaches in agriculture,
drought policy, communities – and their management systems.
• To capture and synthesise major project and program initiatives underway
in regions and countries to the benefit of international drought
management needs – its more than facilitation - we cannot do this
alone….to be an Integral component of IDMP– and synthesising links to
new global partners
• To create strong links and support to the Global Framework for Climate
Services (GFCS) (“GFCS provides a worldwide mechanism for coordinated
actions to enhance the quality, quantity and application of climate
services”).
• To facilitate strong links to FAO, UNDP, UN Environment, UNCCD,
UNISDR and key global initiatives: NIDIS, IDMP in Eastern and Central
Europe, USDMC, ......
• ..

International Drought Mitigation Center: Outcomes (1)
•

Advancement in the understanding of the weather and climatic
mechanisms that lead to drought onset, persistence, and recovery;

•

•

Enhanced capacity development and institutional development in
developing countries in core drought management and preparedness
capabilities.
Further improved weather and climate/decadal/climate change scale
forecasting and projection systems relevant to drought preparedness
by identifying sources of drought predictability across timescales and
regions;

•

Enhanced translation of global scientific advances into metrics relevant
for various societal sectors;

•

Strengthened coordination and dissemination of information through
improved delivery platforms as well as in-person drought outlook
forums and webinars.

•

Enhanced drought policy capabilities.

International Drought Mitigation Center: Outcomes (2)
Through development of the world’s first collaborative drought research and
development center (Queensland-DMC/US-DMC/K-Water/Korea/World Meteorological
Organisation of the United Nations/the Global Water Partnership/Eastern European
Drought Center) :

• Major advances in development of new drought research and development
systems (eg: enhancing ‘flash drought’ capability);
• enhancement of seasonal to decadal climate forecasting systems directly
relevant to drought preparedness through use of global forecasting
centers;
• enhanced drought mapping and declaration capability;
• enhanced global re/insurance systems;
• enhanced food security management systems;
• improved farm profitability;
• improved river and dam management systems relevant to drought
‘proofing’;
• Enhanced student and scientific exchange on drought science.
• Enhanced extension and learning systems.
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High value in a collaborative drought research and
development framework that has a focus on management
systems.

Improving seasonal climate forecasts
Improving the ability of forecasts to predict
multi year/decadal droughts-S2S
Climate change adaptation for agricultural
industries
Producing enhanced “named-peril” crop
insurance systems /similar index-based
systems
Improved crop yield and production
forecasts
Developing products for use in drought
monitoring: drought indices
Developing and customising decision
support tools
Revamping Managing for Climate user
engagement Workshops
Crop production modelling under climate
change and regional adaptation
Assessing the economic value of improved
climate risk management strategies
through the application of seasonal climate
forecasts for key agricultural industries
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sub-seasonal to seasonal climate
variability and their impact on US
drought.
Assess and utilise decadal
prediction systems
Evaluating/developing dynamical
climate models: includes hybrid
statistical-dynamical type
techniques
Assess ‘flash droughts’ – short
term development of severe
droughts.
Linking land surface initial
conditions with modelling to
provide an important source for
skilful drought forecasts
interdisciplinary research and
applications: - to ensure federal
research is as coordinated and
integrated into decision-making as
practicable, inspiring interaction
between the research community
and beneficiaries.
NIDIS/USDMC

Use of seasonal
climate forecasting

The Risk Management and Risk Transfer
challenge

A portfolio of climate adaptation measures is
required to address the total climate risk (Mushtaq).
Source: Swiss Re (Economics of adaptation)

Global leadership building blocks : High value in an
international collaborative drought research and
development framework that has a focus on management
systems – we cannot do it alone.
Towards an International Drought Mitigation Centre
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The value of QDMC NDMC collaboration

IDMP

USQ and Univ Nebraska
are members of IDMP
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and Tait, 2017)
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Netpro
shadecloth

F-cubed Raftex
Physical covers for the protection
of agricultural water

Rio-Tinto
Aquacaps

ECS E-VapCap

Drought insurance tool
example

2. Assess when low
seasonal rainfall occurs

1. Enter
strike
and
limits

3. Calculate payouts for when
low seasonal rainfall occurs

•Image from: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/collaborating-improve-drought-tolerance-crops-amarjit-s-basra

Crop losses from low seasonal rainfall

Next steps:

FUNDING.
Discussing with key agencies - eg Green Climate Fund,
International Climate Initiative (IKI)(German Government), World
Bank, etc
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Climate/drought information/forecasting research and
capacity building has no value unless it changes a
management decision…
Pr oducer

Pr oduction

• Stocking assessm ents/
stocking r ates
•Dr ought pr epar ation
- Looking for exit str ategies.
• Selling
• Agisting
• Buying fodder .

Tr anspor t

• booking tr anspor t
- m anaging tr anspor t
availability in peak
dem and per iods

after: Pulwarty R.S., and Eischeid, J., (2001) “The impact of El Niño-Southern
Oscillation events on rainfall and sugar production in Trinidad”. Proceedings: West
Indies Sugar Technologists Conference

.

Pr ocessing

• Book ing proc e s s ing space
• De c is ions re ga rding
s upply : da ily , monthly,
s ix m onthly pla nnin g.
• Winte r m a inte na nc e
is s ue s .
• Shift Work e r ros te rs .
•
(a v oid la m bs ge tting
s old s m a ll/lightwe ight)
“ Go ing in to d ry is fan ta stic –
h ea p s o f sto ck ,p lan t a t ca p a city
a n d d ecrea sin g p rices
• Co m ing ou t o f d ry , o ften 3 -5
m o n th s a fter sea so n b rea k,
la ck o f su pp ly : k ey issu es
reg a rd in g lo ng term v ia b ili ty
em erg e”

Retail,
Mar keting &
Shipping

• As s e s s ing
m a rk e t s igna ls ,
forwa rd
c ontra c ts
•Re ta ining pric e
c ons is te nc y a nd
c ons um e r
re te ntion ba s e d on
nutrition, inte grity ,
v a lue ,
e njoy m e nt.

‘flash droughts’
(NIDIS)

Flash droughts – initially
innocuous droughts that,
within a matter of a few
weeks, become very severe

“Applying seasonal climate forecasting
and innovative insurance solutions to
climate risk management in the
agriculture sector in SE Asia” – expected
outcomes – (‘IKI’ German Government).
• Enhanced targeting of seasonal climate forecasts to management
needs. Smallholder farmers and businesses engaged with the
agricultural value chain are better shielded from physical and financial
disaster associated with climate change if seasonal climate and
agricultural.
• Better quantification of risks, together with improved risk
management strategies of smallholder growers, will allow
re/insurance companies to develop better targeted and
affordable insurance products.
• Financial risks to smallholder farmers and agribusiness are alleviated if
targeted/affordable risk transfer mechanisms, through (for example)
innovative index-based insurance programs, and are easily
accessible/fully supported by national and regional adaptation and risk
management plans.

